JULY 2021
Office Closed
The Lake County Recorder of Deeds Office will be closed on
Monday, July 5th in observance of Independence Day.

Goodbye and Good Luck!
Perhaps you’ve spoken with Ennedy or had her assist you here in
the office! Ennedy has been a wonderfully kind and knowledgeable
employee for five years! Her family is making a big move and we
are so excited for her, but sad to see her go!
Thank you, Ennedy, for being a part of our family!

Cristo Rey Interns are the FUTURE
We are honored to be one of Cristo Rey St. Martin College Prep Academy’s original
corporate/work study partners. Each year we are delighted to host four student interns into our
Recorder family. These bright young people are hardworking, eager and bright! We are thrilled
to not only teach them about our office and the professional world, but to learn from them too!
Many have gone on, not only to work with us over the summer, but to become part of our fulltime staff!

We LOVE hearing from YOU
We are here to DO GOOD DEEDS FOR YOU! We think our Recorder family is THE BEST OF THE
BEST here in Lake County and we LOVE to hear that you agree! Here are just a few of your
wonderful comments! Keep ‘em comin’!

Hi all So often you only hear the negative and complaints, but I want to give your office a shout
out for being extremely helpful and wonderful. Several times over the last year I have had
to call due to our home being put in a Trust and then we had a refinance where it needs to

be re-recorded, etc. All of this occurred during COVID and as recent as today. No matter
what they have always been so very helpful, offering pointers on using and navigating the
systems and processes. Please take a moment to give yourselves a high five from a resident
who is most appreciative of the outstanding service you are providing. Take care all and
enjoy your summer!
- T.C.

Jeanine,
I wanted to let you know that I’ve heard from at least three different subdivision applicants
that they’ve had super helpful, great conversations with you about their subdivision plats.
Thank you for providing awesome guidance, providing stellar service, and being just plain
ol’ friendly and great to work with.
- Andy

Thank you soooooo much Kathryn.
You have been extremely helpful throughout this process. It’s very appreciated. Please feel
free to forward this to your manager… who should know that you do a great job, even
when extremely busyস


হ
- Debi

Kathy
Thanks for sending this. Rarely do I deal with Government agencies who are kind, helpful,
efficient, polite and with a smile. You are all of these. Thank you. You made my day!
- Jim

